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All in all, yes Interstellar is a brilliant film, the visuals are gorgeous, the script is phenomenal and a lot of us are just saying
that because the internet told us to. P.S. Feel free to explain the ...
7 Years Of 'Interstellar' & We Are Still Trying To Figure Out What It Was About?
The House Atreides, led by Paul’s father (Oscar Isaac), has accepted a mission to supervise a magical resource cultivated on
Arrakis that extends life and facilitates interstellar travel ... Was that ...
The Story Behind Stephen McKinley Henderson’s Dune Parasol
"Interstellar" is only said once throughout ... then here's a copy of the script for you to hit CTRL+F on.
20 Things You Didn't Know About Interstellar
Rachel Diamond looks like most of the moms at the Park Slope caf
she never will be.

where we meet. Except the 31-year-old isn’t a mom. And

‘Humans are a mistake’: Why more young women are getting sterilized
James Gunn attempts to debunk MCU scripts needing military approval, but concedes that this does indeed happen.
James Gunn Addresses Speculation That the US Military Approves MCU Scripts
These are all accusations that can be levelled at Christopher Nolan's highly anticipated new film, Interstellar ... gravity", there's
a danger that the script pitches its way into an overload ...
Interstellar: Movie Review
Based on books that stretch back over 80 years, where do newcomers to the Apple TV+ series Foundation begin to get
acquainted? Let's get started.
The Untold Truth Of Foundation
Isolation, loneliness, ethics, human connection, sustainability, and sacrifice—Interstellar raises major questions ... and
impressing attention to detail in terms of screenplay, visual effects, and ...
10 Thought-Provoking Movies for Students
Arrakis is the universe’s only source of ‘spice’, a priceless substance that’s necessary for interstellar travel ... “I fueled the
screenplay [written alongside Eric Roth and John ...
Adapting Dune: Denis Villeneuve on bringing Frank Herbert’s sci-fi epic to life
Denis Villeneuve's "Dune" finally arrives, blending sci-fi worldbuilding with political strife in an ambitious epic that leaves
mixed results. B ...
Denis Villeneuve’s “Dune” is a sprawling, beautiful slow burn almost worth the wait
Most of us who've read Frank Herbert's 1965 novel Dune have experienced it in the form of mass-market paperbacks so thick
and dense they could ...
'Dune': A sweeping, spectacular spice-opera — half of one, anyway
The film introduces audiences to the “Dune” universe where the Fremen of planet Arrakis are at war with the colonizers of
House Harkonnen.
Dune delivers on style but lacks on substance
Denis Villeneuve’s “Dune” adapts Frank Herbert’s classic 1965 sci-fi novel of interstellar colonization ... Director and Adapted
Screenplay, plus a slew of technical nods.
An organic and resonant vision of ‘Dune,’ ripe for modern times
“My planet, Arrakis, is so beautiful when the sun is low.” The camera pans over the sprawling desert, and the sun’s orange
haze tinges the sand as it sets behind a shimmering wall of heat. Flecks of ...
REVIEW: Only time will tell if ‘Dune’ was a flop or fail
Anne Hathaway is set to join Christopher Nolan's 'Interstellar ... Lincoln' director reportedly hired Nolan to write a script for a
film based on physicist Kip S. Thorne's theory that wormholes ...
Anne Hathaway joins Interstellar
The motion picture's screenplay, which will tell the story ... However, it's thought that The Dark Knight trilogy and Interstellar
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helmer has tapped Cillian Murphy for an undisclosed role.
Will Christopher Nolan's next movie launch on HBO Max? It's unlikely
With Dune, Part One finally out, fans are naturally wondering when they can see Dune, Part 2. We’re going to do the best we
can here to answer your biggest questions about the Dune sequel and what to ...
Dune Part 2: What to Expect From the Sequel
Nowadays, a lot of composers and directors have even started working from the script. There's even the famous story of Hans
Zimmer and Christopher Nolan from Interstellar where they worked a year ...
Student Blog: An Interview With Wild Indian's Composer Gavin Brivik
The idea for Interstellar was first conceived in the ... and collaborator on many of his movies - was tapped to write the script.
Then, when Spielberg dropped out, Jonathan pushed for his older ...
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